
10 Action Steps from  
“Poker Satellite Strategy” 

Chapter 2. Satellites in 30 Minutes 

Play with Purpose: Enter some satellites 
Take these simple satellite ideas and use them in-game this next week. Enter as many satellites (or DON’s) as you can 

within your bankroll. 

• The Bubble is All or Nothing – this is where your focus needs to lie and GET TO THE BUBBLE! 

• The Philosophy of Satellites – you are playing for a seat, not for 1st place 

• Play Tight and Reduce Variance 

• Avoid Calling 

• Bully the Players with Everything to Lose 

• Calculate ACS and COC for each satellite/DON you play 

• Know when to lock up and conserve your chips 

Tag any difficult situations for later review.   

 

Chapter 3. Endgame 

Play with Purpose: Double or Nothing SNG Grinding 
For the next five days, play couple Double or Nothing SNG games simultaneously each day. Because the prize structure is 

the same as a satellite, this is perfect practice for you. 

Try to use what you’ve learned from the book: 

• Avoid calling all-in’s 

• Take the lower variance lines 

• Fold equity is the most important form of equity in satellites 

• Work out what the average stack will be on the bubble and tighten up when you achieve 70% of that 

• Lock up when you are inside the bubble by more positions than there are players outside of the bubble 

Tag difficult decisions, especially those where your tournament life is on the line near the bubble. 

 

Chapter 4. Endgame – Calls 

Study with Purpose: Practice your ICM understanding with an ICM calculator 
Review every hand that you tag with difficult bubble decisions. Input all the necessary numbers into an ICM calculator to 

determine your calling or shoving range based on the situation. 

Utilize a free and easy one like HoldemResourcesCalculator. 

Take note of any mistakes and any important lessons you learn as you go through these hands and look at various 

situations with different numbers of opponents and different stack sizes. 

 



Study with Purpose: Practice your Chance of Cashing calculations 
Open your tournament poker database and review some stone bubble situations. Run the gorilla maths for yourself to 

calculate each of the player’s COB and COC. Utilize an ICM calculator to gauge how close your gorilla maths are to the 

actual ICM numbers. 

Utilize a poker equity calculating software to determine what range you can call one of the opponent’s shoves with. 

Spend a lot of time off the felt doing this so that you can develop your intuition for these stone bubble situations. 

Record any “big take away” notes that you learn from your studies so that you can apply them the next time you play 

satellite tournaments. 

 

Chapter 5. Endgame – Shoves  

Play with Purpose: All shoves on the stone bubble 
When you get to the stone bubble of the tournament, no more open-raises. Instead, open shoves only. You don’t want 

to let your opponents come back over the top forcing you to fold those valuable chips. 

Instead, put them to the test with your shoves. If they’re capable of calling wide, make sure your shoving range is far 

ahead of their wider calling range. 

Keep your bluffs to a minimum unless you know the players are not willing to call and risk their tournament life without 

a great hand. 

Study with Purpose: label the players as Nits or Stations 
In the next 5 satellites you play, pay attention to the action and HUD stats and label each player at your table as a Nit, 

Maniac or a Station.  Nits make folding mistakes; Stations make calling mistakes.  Maniacs are overly aggressive and can 

make both betting and calling mistakes. 

Experiment with widening your ranges to any 2 cards when you only have Nits left act.  When there are Maniacs and 

Stations still to act, tighten up your ranges to only shove with hands that you don’t mind getting called.  

 

Chapter 6. Endgame – reshoves 

Play with Purpose: always play with fold equity in mind 
In every satellite you play and with every decision you make, keep in mind that “fold equity is king in satellites.” 

Put that on a sticky note and attach it to your monitor or attach it to your cell phone if you’re playing in a LIVE satellite. 

This means that you would prefer to be the preflop raiser as opposed to the preflop caller and also means you NEVER 

limp into a pot. 

Play with this mindset and see how your results improve. 

 

 

 



Chapter 8. Early Game 

Play with Purpose: calculate and write down the Average Cash Stack 
For every satellite you play, calculate the ACS or the “target stack” and be aware of your stack size in relation to it as the 

tourney progresses. 

Once you reach 70% of the ACS, it’s time to slow down and go into stack preservation mode.  Reduce variance and try to 

maintain your stack with well-timed shoves and open-raises that have plenty of fold equity. 

Periodically through the tournament, maybe every time you’re UTG before you pay your BB, calculate your Chance of 

Cashing.  This is your stack size / the ACS. The higher your chance of cashing (closer to 1 or 100%), the more you MUST 

avoid variance like flips and calling all-in’s. 

 

Chapter 10. Other Satellite Considerations 

Study with Purpose: exploiting common mistakes 
List these common weaknesses in your poker journal and for each of them, create a list of exploits that you can use 

against them based on position as well as stage of the tournament. 

• Overly aggressive (Maniac) 

• Loose passive (Station) 

• Folds too much on the flop (anyone) 

• Folding mistakes (Nits) or calling mistakes (Stations) 

For example, against an overly aggressive player you can expect them to 3bet over your open-raises or possibly cbet 

very frequently. In the early stages you can call their cbets with bluff catching hands like weak top pairs and also very 

good draws. In the early and mid-stages, you can open-raise to a size that they will find profitable to 3bet bluff, and then 

you come back over the top with your strong open-raising/4betting range. 

If it helps, think of a particular player or even pull their numbers up in your database. Look at their frequencies and prior 

hands played with showdown to see what their weaknesses are. Devise your exploits against these types of players and 

against the specific weaknesses. 

 

Chapter 12. Mental Game 

Study with Purpose: reviewing your folds with “good” hands 
The next day following a satellite session, go into your database and review the satellites. Starting at about the endgame 

where you have possibly 20 bb’s and everybody else does as well, go through your hands one at a time and look at all of 

your folding hands. Does anything stand out as a “good” hand that you should’ve shoved instead of folding (suited Aces, 

big card hands, decent pairs)? Make sure to look at your position as well, because maybe you’re folding too much in the 

CO, BTN and SB. 

Did you make a lot of folds because you thought the players still to act were calling too frequently? Take a look at their 

HUD stats to determine if this is actually true. Also, you should be taking notes during the satellite, so review these for 

each player. Who is really calling too frequently? Who is folding way too much to blind steals? 

Record any mistakes you made in your poker journal so you can reference them before your next satellite play session. 

 


